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STU goes to polls on AFS issue
r.
»s

St. Thomas University Students the executie feels confident 
will be faced with a decision despite the fact that they are 
October 8 when a referendum will facing about 5 référendums, and 
decide whether STU will remain a 
member of the Atlantic Federation ever", 
of Students.
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"will come out stronger thanis
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Kelly said that the organization 

As, formed in 1976 was an has been working on tougher 
organization designed to rep- issues such os unemployment. He 
resent the views of the Maritime said that Nova Scotia problems 
Students.
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Since its creation have kept them busy, 
several universités including UNB 
have dropped out on the premise emphasize communication be- 
that the organization is not tween its members this year, he 
fullfilling it obligations. said he realizes the AFS has

STU SRC president Mike Downs certain weaknesses but feels that 
said at
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Kelly said that AFS intends to h
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i ;an council meeting these will be strenghtend by 

Tuesday night that the organizer increasing student union par- 
was not fulfilling its responsibility* ticipation and a stronger AFS 
to NB students. Newfoundland executive.
was also unhappy and quit AFS. Main priority for the feder- 
Downs said Nova Scotia, which ation this year is educational 
was previously the stronghold of cutbacks. He said that the 
AFS is also showing its dissatis- federation wants to organize 
faction by holding referandus students so that they *■» protest 
within the next month. cutbacks . "We want ro^ind out

He said he does not see how what the SRC are doing on these 
AFS provides strong regional issues, they can use our office 
representation. Downs said the resource center" he said.
New Brunswick needs strong unity "The big aim is make some dent 
and he feels that newly formed in student apathy" said Kelly,
(last year) New Brunswick needs adding that if this did not happen 
strong unity and he feels that then the students would be 
newly formed (last year) New serously weakened in the 
Brunswick coalition of Students upscoring year, 
can, although in its infancy be built There was some controversy 
up to supply this need. over the issue of an upcoming AFS

AFS staffperson Tony Kelly was converence origionaly to be held 
present at the meeting to give the in Mount Alison University 
view for AFS. He said that in Nova (Sackville), but changed to St.
Scotia only Dalhousie University Marys in Halifax. Kelly said that that "they would be wasting their
and Acadia University are having Mt. Aliston declined to host the money if they rejoined the
referandums in the coming week. conference because "they are organization". She said that the
He said AFS expects to win Dal afraid of offending other New treasurer of AFS quit the
"hand down". Kelly said support Brunswick instituions." 
for AFS has been coming from
smaller institutions across the said that her source in Mt. A said 

country. that Mt. A did not want to host the membership.
Kelly said the reason that New conference because of their
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executive tried to establish problems in the organizationer Shalala said that New Brunswick 
complete relations with AFS and New Brunswick wee due in part to institutes have a common working

EHH'EEyear was done by NBCS" said 
Shalala. members of AFS in New Brunswick

were placed in an awkward 
Shalala told the STU counciller position when they had to ,\MPUS FILMS PRESENTt.

le recognize anothe organization 
(NBCS).

Kelly feels that students need a

"Fun with Dick and Jane" - George 
Segal and Jane Fonda play 
average suburban couple turned 
bonk robbers.

Short takes or cartoons shown 

first Tilley 102 Sunday 8pnr 
October 1 $1.00
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, organization in frustration and if meating point in order to present
Vice president - Susan Shalala the internal executive do not have a unified front to opposisition to

id
ch

confidence why should theirlit
their demands and feels that AFS 

Kelly returned by saying that can provid e this leadership.
ity

Brunswick universities did not upcoming referendum. "I would 
hear rnuch from AFS last spring suggest to you that Mt. A. realizes 
when arguments were going on they wont be members of the 
about higher eduction costs was organization 
that "their hands were tied" he ferendum" she said, 
added that the organiation also 
had some internal trouble within repeadly in its obligations to this 
the executive. Kelly said all the province. She said that last year 
problems have been resolved and when NBC was formed, the

after the re-
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Jives with

Shalala said that AFS has failed
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(the Pizza Lover's Pal) U.N.B.
Tony has one of the largest stocks of music instruments in Eastern Canada! 
Hard to believe?
Walk into Tony's at 3% Queen St and "C" for yourself 
Tell Tony you're a student You will automatically get a 20 per cent discount 

off the regular price on any item whether big or small.
Cot into the music thing this year at Tony's. Helps groove the year.
Some of his brand names include:

TENDER - CIRSON - IBANEZ - GUILD - CRETSCH - LUDWIG - 
SI INCERI AND - PREMIER - YAMAHA - PEAVEY - AMPEG - SHURE - 
El ECTROVOICE - TAPCO - MOOG - NORMAN.
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Hours; 11 i00om-2:00am Mon-Thu rs 
11:00am-3:00 am Frl-Sat 
4:00pm-2:00am Sun

260 Queen St. 
Fredericton, N.B. 

DELIVERY FROM 5pm 455-1122

20% STUDENT DISCOUNTS
396 Queen St. Fredericton 

Phone 455-1972
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